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PREFACE 
At the Chans Bai Hountain Research Station in Jilin Province in north-east China 
there is a major research prosramme on the ecolosr and manasement of native forests 
under the auspices of the Academia Sinica. Prof. Cui Qi-uu has special 
responsibility for systems analrsis in this prosramme and has spent tuo rears uith 
ITE? at Herleuood and Bansorr developin9 various aspects of forest ecosrstem and 
manasement models. 
Follouins an earlier forest manadement model, Prof. Cui has developed a population 
model uhich extends the losistic and exponential eauations, The model has Seneral 
application but has heen examined in the context of forest manaSement. The present 
Research and Development raper is a composite of three rapers to provide a full 
description of the model. The first raper is due to be published in the Journal of 
Theoretical B i o l o s ~  and descrihes the basic modelt the second describes possihle 
extensions and the third, developed while Prof. Cui uas at Bansorr discussed the 
model as an aid to forest manasement. 
1, An expansion of the 10Sistic and exponential eauations hr Cui .Qiuu and 
G .  Lauson. 
2 .  A neu model of ~ o ~ u l a t i o n  increment uith several limitins conditions br Cui Qiuu 
and G.  Lauson. 
3 ,  A~~lication: calculation of the control indices used in forest management br 
Cui Qiuu. 
- 
0.U. Heal 
AN EXPANSION OF THE LOGISTIC AND EXPONENTIAL EQUATIONS 
Cui Qiuu and G. Lauson 
Startins uith the adsoption theory of chemical kinetics and passins through a number 
of mathematical transformations, we have introduced a neu eauation concernins sinsle 
population increment as follous: 
or in its integral form: 
This formula connects tosether the famous logistic eauation (often used in ecoloSr) 
and the eeually famous exponential eauation (often used in microorsanisa s r o u t h ) ~  and 
is a reasonable model to explain the relationship hetueen population increment and 
limitins resources, It can be reduced to the losistic eauatiori uhen the value of  
Xm'/Xm is very larger and to the exponential eauation uhen the value of Xml/Xm nears 
1. This new eauation has three parameters? ie Xmr Xm' and Ucr and a startin3 point 
(Xorto) on the fitting curve. Each parameter has ecolosical sisnificance* 
Xn'/Xm concerns the efficiency of nutrient utiliistion hr an orsanism, When the 
value of Xml/Xm nears 1r the efficiencr is hishi it the value of Xm'/Xm is larSe, 
the efficiencr is lou and ~ o ~ u l a t i o n  increment is restricted earlr br limitins 
resources. 
Uc is a velocity parameter concernins ~ o ~ u l a t i o n  increment. Its value lies betueen 
the value Ue (for exponential srouth) and the value UL (for losistic frouth)~ and is 
dependent on the value of Xm'/Xm. From the velocity parameter Ucr ue can predict the 
time course of population incremental velocity (dX/dt)r and can ohserve that it is 
not srmmetrical, unlike that derived from the logistic eauation, The maximum 
difference of maximum velocity betueen these two eauations is 2 times at Xm'/Xm=l+ 
, Population srouth occurrins in nature seems to support the neu eeuation rather than 
the losistic oner and it has been success full^ fitted to various population br means 
of a least seuare method. 
Key uords: Population hiolosu, Ecolosical model9 Limitins resource1 Riolosical 
kinetics 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The simplest model of single population increment is the uell knou exponential 
eauation: 
(la) 
For convenience in the future discussiont it is better written in the intesral form: 
uheret X and Xo are population densities at t and to respectivelri Ue is a velocitr. 
parameter in time-' 
Howevert exponential srowth can hold true onlr for a limited period of timet and 
ultiratelr an increasinf population uill exhaust its resources and the life of 
component individuals. Therefore, to account for the limited supply of resourcest 
another e~uation is often used to describe the ro~ulation increrentt ie - 
or in its convenient integral form: 
uheref Xn is the maximum population density allowed by the linitinf resources and can 
he called the carrrins capacity; U, is the velocitr parareter in time". This is the 
famous lofistic eouation which is often used to describe the frouth of single 
populations. 
Althoush the losistic eauation has been applied in a uide ranfe of ecolofical 
situationst its theoretical hypothesis is too simple and is open to criticism on 
several *rounds: 
( A )  Eauation (2a) is merely the simplest mathematical expression which permits 
population srouth to he halted by a resource becomins limited. It is not derived 
from a knowledge of an ordanism's reproduction or nutrient reauirements, and has 
therefore little value in explaining the mechanisms of 9routh (Saitht 19749 
Pielous 1969)e 
(B) The relationship between specific velocity (ie dX/Xdt) of population increment 
and resource availability (expressed as 1-X/Xm) is not necessarilr linear, The 
logistic eauation assumes that population srouth besins to slou doun at half 
maximum carrrins capacity; In reality resource limitation is likely to he 
proportionatelr more important in the later stages of population grouth and the 
proposed linear decline is unrealistic, 
( C )  As t incrersesr some populations (eS forest ~lantations uith homoseneous 5Se) 
uill srou oldr and their Incremental velocitr uill decrease for ~hrsiolosical 
reasons1 even thouSh the resource supplr mar not he limiting, In other uordsr UL 
should not be a constantr hut a function of the ~ o ~ u l a t i o n  age, 
(Dl Climatic conditions (uaterr heat and so on) are limitins factors uhich are as 
important as nutrient su~plrr and the seasonal variation of ~opulation increment 
is es~eciallr dependent on the seasonal variation of climate. These two kinds of 
limitins conditions (ie nutrient and climate) are better discussed separatelr. 
Ue wish to introduce a neu model uhich includes some ideas on the above points. In 
special casesr ue can reduce the neu model to obtain the lo9istic eauation (2a) or 
(2b) and the exponential eauation (la) or (lh), Therefore, this new model can be 
considered as an expansion of these tuo eauations. In this paper the model caters 
for onlr points A and Bt hut in paper 2 modifications are introduced to account for. 
senescence and seasonalitr. 
Uhat follous is larselr directed towards po~ulations of  annual or perennial plants as 
uell as ricroorSanismsr and terms such as 'biomass' and 'nutrient' uill often replace 
'population density' and 'resourceg+ 
2, DEPENDENCE OF THE SPECIFIC VELOCITY OF POPULATION INCREMENT 
ON RESOURCE AVAILABILITY 
-. ~ 
In the first instance it is useful to discuss the simplest of all po~ulations: 
microorsenism Srouth in a tank. Population increment in this case is dependent onlr 
on nutrient concentration1 and on the ahilitr of the microorSanism to absorb 
nutrients. Ue can hesin from those aspects of chemical kinetics dealins uith the 
adsorbtion of substance onto a surface. 
2.1 The Adsorption theory in chemical kinetics: The LanBmuir isotherm. 
Let a substance9 at concentration C in gas or solutiant he adsorbed at the surface of 
another phase, Consider unit area of the surface and suppose that a fraction1 U P  is 
occupied br adsorbed moleculest (1-V) beins left free. There is a dynamic 
eeuilibrium betueen free and adsorbed moleculesr and this is expressed bv the 
eauation: 
uherer K '  and K' are constants. The left hand side expresses the fact that the rate 
of deposition of molecules on to the surface is pro~ortionsl to the amount of free 
surface and to the concentration of the molecules in the sas or solution; the right 
hand side shous that the inverse Process is proportional to the densitv of molecules 
on the surface. Rearrangement of (3a) sives: 
Eauation (3b) is know as the Lansmuir isotherm (Hinshelwoodr 1 9 4 7 ) ~  uhere b=K"/K'i 
K=l/b=Kg/K', in units of concentration, If the adsorbed molecules under90 a chemical 
transformation at a rate ~ r o ~ o r t i o n a l  to their densitr on the surfacer then we have: 
"rote" = I(, C K +  c 
where K, is also a constant. 
2.2 Specific velocitr and limiting resources in culture of microorsanisas 
Eauations (3h) and (3-2) are forms of Richaelis-Henten eauation and have heen used 
successfullr in enzrmatic kinetics and the culture of microor3anisms. Let us take a 
population of nicroorSanisms as an example. We have the followins eauation 
(tlitchellr 1974): 
uhich is like the above eauation (3c)r but here describes a Process of-absorhins 
nutrients into the microordanism instead of the ahove adsorption Process on the cell 
surface. Uhere U is the specific velocitr of population incrementr ie dX/Xdt, and 
eauivalent to the 'rate' in eauation (3c)i Um 1s the ma):lmum value of U allowed br 
the nutrient in the tankt and is eauivalent to K I  in eauation (3c)i C is the 
concentration of nutrient in the culture mediuri R is the value of C needed for 
U=0.5Um1 called the tlichaelis-Renten constant, 
In this caser the nutrient transfer is from the culturcaedium to the ~ o ~ u l a t i o n .  We 
can use S to express the nutrient per volume uhich has been absorbed b r  
microor9anisms and S' to express the nutrient per volume which remains in the medium 
and has set to be utilized hr the microorsanisws. S' in this case eauals C in 
eauation (4a). The total amount of nutrient per volume which can be utilized br 
microorSanisms in the tankr Smr includins that contained in the microcrdanismsr is a 
constant, ie 
Usins a dimensionless coefficientt as to translate the nutrient term t o  po~ulation 
density, we have: 
S = a x  
and s = ax, (4c) 
In other wordst S Srams of nutrient has been become X grams of po~ulation, and SD 
grams of nutrient can be become Xm grams of population. Xm is the maximum population 
densitr allowed br the nutrient in the tank. Thus from eauation (4a)s we have: 
dx U M  C - urn ( S m - S )  - u ~ ( ~ ~ - s I  - I ~ ( I - % . ~ J  
- - - 
(5a) 
T= K + C  k t  Sn - S  X; - 8 I -  X/XA 
Where: Xm=Sm/ai Xml=(K+Sm)/ar and is a parameter related to the efficienir of 
resource utilization uhose sisnificance is discussed later; and Uc=UmXm/Xm'. 
Note two special cases for this new eauation: 
( A )  Uhen the value of K/a is small* then Xm'=Xar and eauation (5a) uill reduce to 
become: 
This is the exponential eauation takins Uc (in this eauation) as Ue (in eauation 
la) + 
(R) When the value of K/a is larser then Xrn'>>X#~r and eouation (5a) uill reduce to 
become: 
This is the losistic eouation takins Uc (in this eauation) as 0,. (in eauation 
2a). 
Thus eauation (53) is an expansion of previous tuo simple eauations. When the value 
of K/o is large or saallr it can reduce to original simple eouations. Houeverr in 
seneralr it is different from those tuo eauations~ and it has a reasonable 
theoretical basis. Thus ue can consider eouation"(5a) as a fundamental model to 
explain the relationship betueen ~ o ~ u l a t i o n  increment and limitins resources. 
Br intesrationr ue can obtain: 
In this form it is easy to see the relationship betueen the combined model and the 
previous ones. The first term in the left hand side of eouation (5b) is eauivalent 
to exponential hrpothesisr and the first tuo terms together can express the loaistic 
hypothesis. Eauation (5b) is uniaue because of its third term in the left hand side. 
The three eauations Possess different values for their velocitr parameters Uer ULP 
Uc. Their relationship uill be discussed in section 3.  For the moment ue can compare 
the eauations br assunins ue=U~=Uc=l and plottins the relationship between the 
specific velocitr (dX/Xdt) of population increment and resource availabilitr 
(expressed in I-X/Xm). In the combined eauation this relationship is non-linear and 
is dependent on Xa'/Xm+ (Fis. 1 and Table 1) 
TABLE 1, DEPENDENCE OF SPECIFIC VELOCITY (dX/Xdt) OF POPULATION 
IHCREHENT OW RESOURCE AVAILABILITY (l-X/Xn) 
(takins Ue = UL = UC = 1) 
dX/Xdt fro dX/Xdt from eauation (5a) dX/Xdt troa 
lorristic 
eauation 
FiS.1. Dependence of specific velocitr ( d w d t )  of population 
increbent on resource availability (I-X/Xs) 
+...*. exponential eo, ------ losistic ea. - neu eo. 
7 
2.3 Specific velocitr and limitins resources in other populations 
Under natural conditions, the srouth of most ~ o ~ u l a t i o n s  is not sisilar t o  
mirroorganism lrouth in a tank, Houever~ the Process of nutrient ahsorbtion h r  
plants in the soil aar be similar to the uptake of nutrient by microor9anisms in a 
tank. If ue use 'biomass' ~nstead of ~ o ~ u l a t l o n  density and 'soil depth' instead of 
the depth of the tank (see F19. 2 ) 1  then eauations ( 5 a )  and C5b) uill still be true. 
But in this case, X is the biomass in s/cfi Xm is the naximum value of X alloued b r  
nutrients in a soil column of depth L(c.m)r and Xa' = LK/a + Xm. z::f- 7.311 I n n *  
- 
Fi*, ? 
In naturer plant srouth is not only dependent on the netrient conditions? but also 
depends on factors such as uaterr heat and the ase or visour of the po~ulation. The 
velocitr parameter Uc in eouations (5a) and (Sh) uill he consideredt in a 5ub5eouent 
raperr as a function of these other limitins factors. 
3, REHAVIOUR OF THE COHAINATION HODEL AND THE BIOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE 
OF ITS FARAHETERS 
To illustrate the similarities and differences hetueen the neu eouation and the 
exponential and losistic curves it is convenient to assume that each reeuires the 
sane period of timer At., r to increment the population from 0.1 to 0.9 of maximur 
density (XI), In the case of the exponential eauation (since Xm=-1 a nine-fold 
increase is assumed, Thus Prom eauatlons (1b)r (2h) and (Sh), ue have: 
L9 = y o t y  
j,P - h(~/q)  = U,ot, 
Lq - R(lA) +(x,/x;) e * ( ~ / q )  = U ~ P ~  
U, = 2.2 /gtg (&a) 
UL 4.4 /&ti (6h) 
"c = 2.2 (2 - X,/&; )/4tq ( 6 ~ )  
or: 
Each eeuation has a different value of velocity parameterr hut Uc (for the coaSined 
eeuation) can varr betueem Ue (for the exponential eauation) and UL (for the lofistic 
eeuation), and depends on the auotient Xi!il/Xa. (Table 2) 
TABLE 2. THE VELOCITY PARAMETERS OF THREE EQUATIONS NEEDED FDR POPULITION 
IHCRERENT FROW Q+1Xn TO Q+?Xe DURING THE SANE PERIOD OF TIRE 
(takind Atq = 2.2) 
Uc (for e0.6~) 
r'/Xs=l 1.2 1 - 4  1,6 1.8 
1 2 
Insertins the above values of Ue, U L Y  Uc in eouations ( l a ) ~  (2a) and (Ja) 
respectively Sives: 
Plots of the rate of ro~ulation increase asainst population density .(Fis. 3 )  
illustrate the relationship between the three eauationst and examine the effect of 
the auotient Xnt/Xm. --  
Fis. 3.  Velocitr distribution of three eeuations (takins Xm/aQ=1) 
.....+ exponential eo. ------ losistic ea. neu ea, 
Note, as mentioned before, that in the logistic curve the rate of population incCease 
has a maximur at half carryins ca~acitr (0.5Xm)r and declines srmmetricallr about 
this point. In the combined eauation the rise and fall of dX/dt is not srmmetrical 
and its maximum is not at 0.5Xmr but can instead he obtained hr differentiatins 
eauation (5a) again: 
Let eauation (8a) eaual zero to find the top point Xn of the curve (at this points 
dX/dt has a maximum)r ie 
The value of term (2Xn-Xm) in the left hand side has to be freater than zero to keep 
agreement of sign hetueen the two sides of eouation (8b). In other uordsr Xn has to 
he sreater than 0.5Xmr and this uas shown in F I ~ ,  3 .  From eauation (8h)s ue can 
obtain the values of Xn for different values of the auotient Xm'/Xmr ie - 
Ue can substitute these values of Xn into (7h) and (7c) to find the relative values 
of maximum 3routh rate at these points, Table 31 for different values of Xml/Xm 
(line 2)s portrars the maximum velocitr (line 4 )  and the relative ~ o ~ u l a t i o n  density 
(line 3 )  at uhich this maximum velocity occurs, - 
TABLE 3 .  THE RELATIVE VALUES AND PLACES OF UAXIUUU UELOCITY 
(tal.,inS Xm/ A t p  = 1) 
Uost Srouth observed in nature seems to support the neu eauation rather than the 
lodistic hypothesis. Wicroordanismsr plants (Section 5) and animals (D'hrcrt 1952) 
all evidence a maximum trouth velocitr uhen ~ o ~ u l a t i o n  densitr is freater than half 
maximum, Perhaps an extreme case is the Korean-Pine forest (Wan9 Zhan et a1.r 1980) 
uhere maximum velocity aluars occurs after one or two hundred rears, and Xn i s  
dreater than 0.7Xm. 
Xm'/X. 
Xn/Xm 
(dX/dt)m 
The maximum relative velocitr of the combined eauation nears that of the losistic one 
uhen the parameter Xm'/Xm is greater than 3 (table 3). Houevert if the parameter 
__------___-----------------------------------------------------.----------------- 
CORBINED EQUATION 
................................................................ 
1F 1.2 1 + 4  1.6 1.8 2 3 4 5 
.................................................................................. 
1 .71 .65 -62 .60 . 58 , 55 + 53 .52 
.................................................................................. 
2.2 1.29 1.20 1.16 1.14 It13 1.11 1+11 1.11 
--------4-------------------------------------------------------a----------------- 
LOGISTIC EQUATION 
.50 
1.1 
Xml/Xm nears 1, then the maximum relative velocity of the combined eauation ik verv 
different to that of the losistic eauation, Their maximur difference is 2 times* 
From formula (7c)r ue knou that the value of velocity (dX/dt) at t h e  point uhere X 
eauals 0.5Xm 1s aluars eaual to l + l X r n / ~ t ~  irrespective of t h e  value of X k ' .  
Thereforer it seems that the velocity of ~ o ~ u l a t i o n  increment a t  t h e  point of half 
lifer uhere the ~ o ~ u l a t i o n  densitr is 0.5Xmr is a good parameter f o r  expressins t h e  
pattern of ~ o p u l a t i o n  increase. If ue derive this value exactlrr u e  c a n  estimate t h e  
parameter 64 which is the time between po~ulation densitr O.1Xn and 0.9Xr. At 0.5Xm 
ue can see that the v e l o c i t ~  values for the losistic and exponential torsulae (7h) 
and (78) are also eaual to lrlXm/dtg (Fig. 3 ) .  Thus1 althou9h t h e  distribution o f  
velocity values (dX/dt) is different in the three e ~ u a t i o n s  ther still have a cormon 
value uhen population density is half of raxlmuar ie at 0.5Xm. 
Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 express the variation of ropulation density uith t i r e  usins three 
eauations in tuo different situations: in Fis. 4r velocity parameters (Uer U L ~  Uc) 
are assuned eaual uhilst the time (Atq) reauired for 90Z of aaximum srouth is varied; 
in Fis.5 % values are assumed eoual uhilst velocitr parameters are varied. 
Fig. 4 ,  Variation of population density Fis. 5. Variation of population densitr 
with the time uith t h e  time 
(taking ue=U~=Uc=l) (taking at, = 2.2) 
...... exponential eo. ------ lo9istic en. - neu ee. 
It is very interesting to find Xal/Xm beins an important parameter. CIS t h e  value o t  
Xml/Xm nears 11 so the curve drawn from the combined eauation nears t h e  exponential 
one, As the value of Xml/Xa increases beyond 1, so the curve from t h e  new eauation 
approaches logistic form. Hou can the effect of Xn'/Xm on the shape of the srouth 
curve be explained in biological terms? 
Since Xml=(K+Sm)/~ and Xn=Sm/a, the factor of K is entirely res~onsible for the {alue 
of Xn1/Xm. K is a Hichaelis-Kenten constantr uhich expresses the Power of an 
orsanisn to utilize a resource (in microhiolof~ the 'aftinits' of an or$anism for a 
particular nutrient), If K is smallr the concentration of resource needed for a 
specific velocitr approachins 0.SUm is lout meanind that the orfanisr has a low 
reauirement for that particular resource (be it food in animals or different 
nutrients in plants). Grouth is little affected hr resource availahilitr and 
~ o ~ u l a t i o n  densitr uill soon arrive at 0.9Xm. In this case* the value of Xm'/Xm 
approaches 1, 
Houever, uhen K is larger, grouth uill be more restricted br resource availability 
and a lonser time uill he reauired for population density to arrive at 0,9Xm+ 
(Fis, 4 )  
4 ,  METHODS OF DETERKINING PARAMETERS 
Eauation (5b)  contains three parameters (Xm', Xmr Uc) and an initial population 
densitr (Xo), These parameters merit research since they are of considerable 
significance in ecolosr, Ue uill describe tuo least sauare methods to determine 
these parameters, althoufh other methods and refinement are possible. 
( A )  Using eauation (5b)r find a function Q l  for the sum of sauares of errors hetueen 
f i  
fitting and ohserved values, taking a set of paired values of Uct(i> and Ucf(i)l 
where i=lr 2r+.+.,.+n+ 
Let aQl/aUc = 0 and dOl/aXm' = 01 to obtain follouins two eauations: 
These tuo values of Uc (in eauations 9b and 9c) are eaualr therefore ue can solve 
eauations (9h) and (9c) for Xm' 
&-* L F m - I  
~.{,tl(l.,)tf-t)~l ;=, - n $ r ( t - t . ) l ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ ) s ~  ., ,=I 
k t ( t - t r ' ] - ~ l ( ~ + - m * ~ ) ~ ~ ] -  f ;[( $- &k*)[t-t.)]EI( I . e , ) ( t - t 4 ~  (9d) 
is, X - -Jb  h- LB ,., h - x .  $.4 8s' 
Substituting a set of values X(i)r t(i)r and providins suitable values of Xm and 
Xor ue can obtain the value of Xm' possessing least seuare error. Then, ue can 
obtain an o~timised value of Uc br means of eauation (9b) or (9~). 
The problem is that we must have suitable estimates of XD and Xo. Xn is the 
maximum value of ~ o ~ u l a t i o n  densitrr and can be derived from experience uithout 
difficultr, Xor the starting population densitrr mar he known ex~licitlrr but if 
not it could he estimated hr iterating eeuation (9a) uith different values of Xo 
to minimise the error term. 
(B) Ue could also use the least sauare method in eauation (Sa). In this case* we can 
obtain the least seuare estimates of X m '  and Uc without knowing the ~reliainarr 
value Xo. The following eauations will replace eauations (931, (9h)r (9c)r and 
(9d): 
Houeverr the instantaneous values of dX/dt used in these eauations are difficult to 
obtainr and inaccuracies mar influence the derivation of parameters. Thusr ue 
su9Sest using emuation (9a)r (9b)r (9c)r and (9d)r hut not (1Oa)r (10b)r (1Oc)r and 
Clod). 
Other methods of estimating parameters involve successive substitution in many of the 
previouslr used eauations. Butr these methods do not use least souare estiaationr 
and therefore their results mar he someuhat unsafe. Houeverr they still have'some 
value as a first approximationr or in checkins the values estimated from the least 
sauare method. 
5. APPLICATIONS OF THE BASIC HODEL 
We wish to demonstrate the utilitr of our combined eauation (Sa and Sb) br 
concentratin9 on two t r ~ i c a l  problems in population hiolodr. 
5.1 Predictins the maximum value of population densitr 
In a t r ~ i c a l  culture of microor~anism (Fis. 6A)t the ~ o ~ u l a t i o n  density, or timer at 
which the exponential phase sives war to decreasins srouthr uill depend on the 
initial supplr of food in the medium, (Kitchinst 1957) 
Selectind data for two initial food concentrations (Table 4)r it is apparent that anr 
f i  h 
of the exponential (?.(lb))t lo9istic (t(2b)) or combined (t(5h)) eouations can sive a 
reasonable fitr although the error from the exponential eauation is greater-than from 
others, Houeverr the predicted curves after 50 hours diverse considerablrr and 
different maximum values of ~ o ~ u l a t i o n  densitr are obtained* Onlr the prediction 
from the comhined eauation iiiatches the ex~erirental observation (Fis. 6%). 
TABLE 4, FITTING RESULTS OF WICROORGANISN GROUTH 
125900 35.5 37.04 36.92 37.68 37.38 
199500 40 41.19 40.75 39.64 39.89 
251200 45 
305000 49 48.91 49.10 
-------------- 
f i t t i n s  parameters 
U (hr4) Ue=+18288 k . 2 0 5 4 3  Uc=.20329 Ue=.18056 U,=,20336 Uc=*20126 
Xa (ce l l s / c+c . )  353000 325000 108000 90000 
Xm' /Xm 3 + 2545 2 5037 
X o ( c e l l s / c . c + )  132 132 132 132 132 132 
t o ( h r )  ,4713 1 ,5 1,s ,5279 1.5 1.5 
.................................................................................... 
f ' t t i n  e r r o r s  
C(t-t) '  1.9 0.67 0.64 1.4 0.43 0.41 ( (hours )  (hours )  (hours )  ( hou rs )  (hours )  (hours )  
R f  ,9897 9989 ,9989 ,9931 ,9994 ,9994 
P 4 .001  < -001 4.001 <. .Dl  - <.oo/ <.*of 
.................................................................................... 
Rt-;;-correlation c o e f f i c i e n t  between t h e  observed va lue  ( t )  and t h e  f i t t e d  
v a l u e ( t ) ,  
........................................ 
IN IT IAL  CONCENTRATION 3% 
OBSERVED 
DENSITY t 
( c e l l s  (hours)  
pe r  c.c.) 
132 1.5 
148 2 
234 4.5 
316 6 
66 1 9 
89 1 11.5 
1227 13 
1445 13,s 
2512 16.5 
3981 19 
5012 19.5 
6310 20 
6607 21v5 
11220 24 
15850 25.5 
........................................... 
INIT IAL  CONCENTRATION 0.5% 
FITTED 
4 
t ( l b )  q ( 2 b )  t ( 5 b )  
(hours )  (hours )  (hours)  
.47 1.5 1.5 
1 *10  2.06 2.06 
3.60 4.29 4.32 
5.24 5.75 5.80 
9.28 9.35 9.43 
10,91 10.81 10.90 
12.66 12.37 12.48 
13.56 13.17 13.29 
16.58 15.87 16.02 
19.10 18.14 18.30 
20.36 19+27 19+44 
21.62 20+41  20+59 
21.87 20.64 20.82 
24.76 23+28 23.47 
26,65 25.03 25.22 
................................................................................... 
OBSERVED 
----------------------------------------.-----------------.--------------------------- 
DENSITY t 
( c e l l s  (hours )  
p e r  c.c.) 
----------------------------------------..----------------..-------------------------- 
132 1.5 
148 2 
234 4.5 
316 6 
661 9 
891 11.5 
1227 1 3  
1445 13.5 
2512 16.5 
3981 19 
5012 19.5 
6310 20 
6607 21,s 
11220 24 
15850 25,s 
FITTED 
f i  
t ( l b )  ?(2b)  %(5b) 
(hours )  (hours )  ( hou rs )  
e53 1.5 1.5 
1.16 2.06 2.07 
3.70 4.32 4.35 
5.36 5.80 5.84 
9.45 9.45 9.52 
1 1 + 1 0  10.92 11+01  
12.88 12.51 12.61 
13.78 13.33 13.43 
16.84 16*10  16.22 
19.39 18.43 18.56 
20.67 19.61 - 19.74 
21  + 9 J  20.81 20.93 
22.2 21.05 21.17 
25.13 23+88  23.97 
27.05 25+82  25.87 
Fig. 6, Predicting curves of the maciaum densltr of aicroor$anisn population. Data 
from Phelrs (1936) and Rott~er (1936) for axenic cultures of Tetrahrsena 
(Glaucoma) prriformls (=T.deleii), Curves are fitted to data before 50 hours 
(Table 4 )  and predicted to &aximum rorulation densitr. Observed maximum 
densities are 328800 cells per c + c 4  at 85 hours (for 3% reast extract) and 
89200 cells per c+c, at 73.5 hours (for 0.5% reast extract) res~ectivelr. 
- from the combined eauation ------ from the logistic enuati0n 
5 . 2  Estimating the maximum velocitr of rorulation incr-Aent and the time at which the 
maximum velocitr occurs 
These factors are verr important in forest .ana%ement, and determine the time and 
amount of fellins and thinnins (Cui Qiuu et al., 1980ar 1980h). 
Red Pxne (Pinus koraiensls Sieb, et Zucc.), a valuable coamercial tree? possesses an 
unusual srouth curve* Grouth velocity continues increasins until the tree is Close 
to its maximuu biomass, and then diminishes verr raridlr, Waxirum velocitr of wood 
volume increment often occurs after 70% of maxirum uood volume has been achieved. 
This type of srouth cannot he described hr either the exponential or losistic 
eouationr but a reasonable fit is obtained uith the coabined eouation. The losistic 
eQuati0n estimates a maximum current annual increment (0.0338 a3rr-' O C C U ~ ~ ~ ~ S  after 
230 rears, at i time uhen tree uei5ht is half o? its maximum, The combined eouation 
estimates a maximum current annual increment (0.049 m 3  rr-1 ) occurrin* after 242 
rears, at a time uhen tree ueisht is 70% of its maximum. The observed maximum 
Increment is 0,055 m'rr-' occurrins after 255 rears, uhen tree ueisht is about 78% of 
its maximum. 
It should be stressed that these data are from individual trees. An even ase forest 
uill dis~lar the same shape of Srouth curve, hut the data may not apply to some 
natural forests, Houever, the pattern of ~opulation increase in a natural forest Can 
be obtained br combinins the srouth curve for an individual tree with the knoun 
diameter composition of the forest, In general this diameter co~rosition uill often 
follou a normal distribution. 
Beside this there is a senescence effect uhich complicates the influence of liiiiins 
resources. A second Paper uill deal uith senescence and ensuins modifications to the 
combined eauation should provide an even hetter fit than displared in Fib. 7 .  
Fis, 7 .  Fittins curve of srouth velocitr of Red pine 
- from the coahined enuation ------ fron~ the logistic eauation 
Uc = 0,0229963 rear" U' = 0.0270163 rear" 
Xn = 4.31 11' Xml/Xm = 1,22231 .%m = 5 a '  
Conclusion: 
The combined esuation introduces a third term into the losistic eouationr and it is 
therefore not sur~risins that hetter predictions of ropolation srouth uill resuit, 
Houever this third term should not be vieued as a mere curve fittin9 devicer since it 
appears to have *enuine ecolosical sisniticance through its ahilitr to express the 
efficiencr uith uhich an orsanism can utilise a food or nutrient resource. Ye feel 
it has further potential application to various phenomena in ecolo9r. 
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A WEU MODEL OF POPULATION INCREMENT UITH SEVERAL LIMITING CONDITIONS 
Cui Qiuu and G. Lauson 
A previous paper combined the exponential and logistic eouationsr uith an attempt to 
describe the efficiencr of resource utilisation~ in a neu general eauation of single 
population Srouth. This Paper incorporates tuo further limits to srouth in the 
general eeuation: 
(1) A death velocitr parameter (D) is introduced, and is assumed ~ r o ~ o r t i o n a l  to 
~ o ~ u l a t i o n  density ( X )  and t? uhere the exponent (9) expresses the life-span of 
the population; 
(2) Seasonal periodicity is assumed to nodifr the population growth velocitr 
parameter (Uc) according to a simple period function, sina(~t/12)+ 
Therefore, ue can reurite the Senera1 eauation as: 
This form is identical in form to the previous general eauationr but here 
Therefore this srouth curve has a neu velocitr parameter o? ~ o ~ u l a t i o n  increment and 
a neu maximum ~ o ~ u l a t i o n  densitr. It also has a neu inflexion point: 
The behaviour of the neu eeuation is discussed? and in some circumstances it is s h o w  
to be verr different to that of the classical logistic eauation. 
Ker uords: Ecolofical modelr Population biolosrr Liaitinf resourcesr Biolo9ical 
kinetics 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In a previous paper (Cui 8 Lausonr 1 9 8 2 ) ~  ue have derived a srouth eauation from the 
adsoption theorr of cheeical kinetics as follous: 
(la) 
uherer X is population densitr at time ti 
Xm is the maximum value of X? alloued br the limitins nutrient; 
Xm'is a parameter concerning the efficiency of nutrient utilization by 
an orsanismi 
Uc is a parameter concernins Srouth velocitr. 
This formula connects toSether the famous logistic and exponential eauationsr and is 
a reasonable model to explain the relationship hetueen ~ o ~ u l a t i o n  increment and 
limitins nutrient supplkr. It can be reduced to the losistic eauation uhen the value 
of Xm'/Xm is verr larse: 
and to the exponential eauationl ie 
uhen the value of Xm'/Xm nears 1. 
Unfortunatelrr natural ~ o ~ u l a t i o n s  are complex and diverse in species, The increment 
of most populations is dependent not only on nutrient conditions, but also on factors 
such as uatert heat and the ase or visor of component individuals* Thus eeuation 
(la) is a considerable sim~lificationi although it mar coo~letelr describe some 
population increments1 es~eciallr those of microorsanisms SrouinS in a culture 
medium. This paper seeks1 therefore1 to extend the applicabilitr of the seneral 
eauation br incorporatins modifications to account for seasonal variation and 
senescence, 
2. DEPENDENCE OF THE VELOCITY OF POPULATION INCREKENT ON SENESCENCEI 
DEATHI AND THE SEASONAL VARIATION OF CLIKATE 
2,1 Death of component individuals in population and the dependence of death rate on 
population density 
A11 ~ o ~ u l a t i o n s r  even microorganisms in exponential grouth, eventuallr involve the 
simultaneous srouth and death of con~onent individuals, The velocity of ~ o ~ u l a t i o n  
increment can be divided into tuo parts: one is its srouth velocitr (includins the 
weight increase of component individuals and the formation of neu c o r ~ o n e n t  
individuals) uhich can be expressed as dXl/dtr another is its death velocity 
(including also loss of ueisht of component individualsr es falling leaves of trees) 
uhich can he expressed as dXZ/dtr ie 
It is probably acceptable to assume that death velocity is ~ r o ~ o r t i o n a l  to ~ o ~ u l a t i o n  
densitr at any particular instanti although it is possible to imasine that some 
dietarr deficiencies in the past could affect rresent susce~tibilitr to disease and 
therefore mortalitr. (Kurdiei 1976.)+ Thusr we have: 
The first term in the risht hand side of eeuation (2) should eeual the right hand 
side of eeuation (la), ie (further sophistications could account for possible tine 
lass betueen conception and birthr but at the roment ue do not consider that these 
are necessarr.) 
therefore1 ue can reurite eeuation ( 2 )  as: 
df 
-- 
I - XA" 
wrt - 1- %/%A - D 
Fie. 1 and Fig, 2 express the relationships betueen srouth velocitrr death velocitr 
and their corhined results (called population incremental velocitr). 
Fis, 1. Dependence of the specific velocitr of ~ o ~ u l a t i o n  
increment on population densitr 
1. Specific growth velocitrr Uc(1-X/Xn)/(l-X/Xmf) 
2 .  Specific death velocitrr D 
3 .  Comhlned resultr dX/Xdt 
Fig. 2. Dependence of the velocitr of ~opulation increment 
on population densitr 
1. Grouth velocitrr UcX(1-X/Xm)/(1-X/Xr') 
2. Death velocitrr DX 
3 .  Combined result, dX/dt 
2.2 A s i m p l e  e x p r e s s i o n  o f  s e a s o n a l  v a r i a t i o n  and t h e  d e c r e a s e  o f  p o p u l a t i o n  v i s o u r  
P l a n t  p o p u l a t i o n s  have a n  o b v i o u s  p e r i o d i c  v a r i a t i o n  o v e r  a  r e a r  f r o b  s p r i n g  t o  
u i n t e r .  T h i s  p e r i o d i c  v a r i a t i o n  i s  caused  h r  v a r i o u s  p h r s i o l o s i c a l  Processes u i t h i n  
t h e  p l a n t  i t s e l f  which a r e  t r i g g e r e d  h r  a  c o n ~ h i n a t i o n  of e n v i r o n m e n t a l  c o n d i t i o n s  
s u c h  a s  t e m p e r a t u r e  and day- leng th .  Houeverf i s n o r i n s  t h e  ~ h r s i o l o f r  of t h e  p l a n t r  
t h e  s e a s o n a l i t y  of 9 r o u t h  i s  a  s l m r l e  conseeuence  of t h e  f a c t  t h a t  t h e  e a r t h  moves 
a r o u n d  t h e  sun u i t h  a  p e r i o d  of 12  months. Thus ue can  u s e  a  simple time f u n c t i o n  t o  
e x p r e s s  t h e  g r o u t h  v e l o c i t y  p a r a m e t e r  Uc: 
F i f ,  3 .  S e a s o n a l  v a r i a t i o n  of s rowth  v e l o c i t r  r a r a r e t e r  U c ( t )  
!t i r ~  month) -. .. . - ~. . 
Senescence  i s  common t o  t h e  d e v e l o ~ m e r ~ t  of a l l  l i v l n 9  t h i n g s .  As t h e  aSe  of a 
p o ~ u l a t i o n  i n c r e a s e s ,  t h e  i n c r e m e n t a l  v e l o c l t r  o f  t h e  r o r u l a t i o n  u i l l  d e c r e a s e *  and  
component i n d ~ v i d u a l s  u i l l  hecome o l d  and f e e h l e ,  T h i s  phenomenon i s  o b v i o u s  i n  
p e r e n n i a l  p l a n t s  ( s u c h  a s  t r e e s )  and animal  ~ o ~ u l a t i o n s .  I t  is p o s s i b l e  t o  e x p r e s s  
t h i s  l a u  u i t h  a  s i m p l e  t ia le  f u r ~ c t i o n  u s i n s  a  pa ramete r  f o r  i n i t i a l  d e a t h  v e l o c i t r  
tDo)r  and an exponen t r  $ P  which e x p r e s s e s  t h e  l l f e - s p a n  o f  t h e  p o ~ u l a t i o n s  i e  
F i g .  4 ,  V a r i a t i o n  of d ~ a t h  v e l o c i t r  pa ramete r  D ( t )  u i t h  time 
Do is t h e  i n i t i a l  v a l u e  of D in t h e  f i r s t  month ( t = l )  
T h e r e f o r e ,  e a u a t i o n  ( 4 a )  and ( 4 h )  can  he r e w r i t t e n  t o  i n c l u d e  t h e s e  a r e n d m e n t s :  
Note: Uo and Do a r e  i n  u n i t s  of , u h e r e a s  Uc and D i n  e o u a t i o n  ( 4 a  or  4h)  a r e  
i n  u n i t s  o f  t ime- '  a 
3, REHAVIOUR OF THE HEM EQUATION A N D  THE BIOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE 
OF ITS PARAHETERS 
To i l l u s t r a t e  t h e  s i m i l a r i t i e s  and d i f f e r e n c e s  h e t u e e n  t h e  neu e a u a t i o n  ( 6 a )  a n d  t h e  
p r e v i o u s  e o u a t i o n  ( l a ) ,  ue will s t a r t  t o  d i s c u s s  from e a u a t i o n  ( 4 a ) .  
3.1 A neu maximum ~ o r u l a t i o n  d e r ~ s i t r  X m X  
The neu maxirum ~ o ~ u l a t i o n  Xrt can he o h t a i n e d  from t h e  v a l u e  o f  X i n  t h e  r i g h t  hand  
s i d e  of e a u a t i o n  ( 4 a )  a t  dX/dt=Of i e  
It is useful to consider the relationship hetueen Xm (theoretical carrvine capacity) 
and XmX (baciuum observed density), Fi*. 5 shous how this relationshir depends on the 
ratios of D/Uc and Xr/Xm'+ 
When D/Uc-+O or Xm/Xa'+l? then Xm$-rXn? otheruise the value of Xmt i s  aluavs less 
than the value of XI. 
Fig. 5.  Dependence of XmX/Xm on the ratios of D/Uc and Xm/Xm' 
In the case of uicroorsanisms in continuous culture? population densitr can he 
maintained at a stable level uhich is dependant on the ratio of output rate o r  
dilution rate (eouivalent to D in eouation (7h)) and specific Srouth rate (eauivalent 
to Uc in eauation ( 7 b ) ) .  This phenomenon could he explained br eouations (7a) and 
hut not the ex~onential eauation uhich is normalls applied t o  microordanise 
grouth. .Likeuiser over-mature forests (uhere D/Uc is 1arse)r and aanased forests 
(uhere part of production is thinned or harvested? ie D>O) are not adeouatelr 
described by the logistic eauation. The introduction of a death term (D) into the 
new eauation ensures that their raciaue densitr is aluars less than the theoretical 
carruins capacitr, 
Fig* 5 also demonstrates that XndXa' should he as close as ~ o s s i h l e  to unity for 
maximum population density to approach the theoretical carrrins capacity. This aeans 
that the efficiencr uith uhich food or nutrient can be utilised (Xn/Xm') influences 
not onlr the rate of ro~ulation srouth hut also the eventual raxirum rorulation 
I densi tr . 
3.2 A new velocity parameter Uc$ 
We can reurite eauation (4a) as follous: 
Usins the relationshi? (7b) Xm$=Xm(1-D/Uc)/(l-DXm/UcXm')r then ue have: 
where Uct is a neu velocitr parameter, and eauals Uc-DF 
3.3 A neu inflection point XnX (at uhich srouth rate besins to decrease) 
BY differentatins eauation (43) asainr and lettins it e ~ u a l  zero1 ue have: 
1 Usins the relationship (7.1 Xm*=XmII-D/Ucl/(l-DXm/UcXmJ) asain. then r e  have: 
This form is very simple and is similar to that listed in the first paper (usin¶ here 
Xmt instead of Xa). 
3 t 4  Rehaviour of the neu eauation 
The behaviour of eauation (8h)r uith parameters XmX and Uctr is similar to the 
behaviour of the previous eauation (la) uith the parameters Xm and Uc. Seasonal 
variation (53) and senescence (5h) onlr modify the values of parameters Uct and Xmt. 
Therefore, ue can easily rewrite the neu eauation as follous: 
uhere 
Eauation (10) can be reduced to 24 simple forms in different circumstances, some of 
uhich are listed as follous: 
this is the combined eauation (la); 
- 
.- 
this is the logistic eauation (1h)i 
C ,  & - u ? !  d f -  e af- f . & * ) = U e , ~ o = ~ , & = x ~  
this is the exponential eauation ( 1 ~ ) ;  
The three above eouations uere introduced in the first paper. 
d % D. p= U'Cf- f / % - ) - n  a+ u,C+J= U , , D . C O . S ~ , ~ =  0, di21:,% 
this form is often used in the literature. 
/ this form has been developed as eauation (8b), 
this is a stable period fluctuating function with the mean value Xor uhich mar be 
suitable for herbacedus perennials. 
this is a period function uith diminishing fluctuations; 
this is a S-shaped curve uith dininishind fluctuations and a Xm-asraptote; 
this is a S-shaped curve uith di~~inishins fluctuationsi 
this is a common form of eauation ( 1 0 ) ~  uhich possesses follouinf charactistics: 
(a) ~ o ~ u l a t i o n  density increases along a S-curve to-approach a maximum valuer from 
uhich it S u b S e ~ u e n t l ~  decreases due to senescence; 
(h) the whole life historr is represented hr a set of fluctuatins waves uith 
dininishind amplitudes. 
4.CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION----A FINAL CORMENT ON 
THE VERHULST-PEARL LOGISTIC EQUATION 
The Verhulst-Pearl logistic eauation (Verhulstr 18383 Fear1 and Reedr 1920)  has 
existed for over one hundred rears. This eouation has had great influence and 
continues to be used. nuch experimental effort has heen put into sirnulatins the 
phases .of ~ o ~ u l a t i o n  Srouthr ~articularlr uith rlcroorsanisrs and insects. 
Reasonahle fits to the loaistic curve can he obtained provided that the risht 
organism is chosen and the conditions are carefullr defined (es the growth of 
Paramecium in a limited volume of nutritive medium-Gauses 1934). Houeverr even in 
such rarified experimental models* departures from the ideal curve of ~ o ~ u l a t i o n  
growth are commoner than good conform it^ (Feller, 1940; SanSr 19501, Las phases at 
the start of the exponential grouth period and over-shootins of the theoretical 
Xm-asrmptote are commonr and the life crcles of most organisms involve ~eriodicities 
of re~roduction so that the srouth of their populations occurs in steps or jumps 
rather than as a smooth curve. 
Unfortunatelrr the lo3lstic hrrothesis remains central to population bioiofrt 
althoush many variations have been derived, es Gompertz, Von Fertalanffrr 
nitscerlich, Ueibull, Smith and so on. (Yangs, 1978; Way, 1776) These variations 
eaphasise departures fro* losistic eouation only in forms, but not in essential 
aspects, and thus the hasis on uhich the logistic eouation was established has never 
been shaken. This paperf in addition the rrevious Parerr tries t o  chanse the 
logistic hypothesis in principle* Using the adsortion theorr of chemical kinetics a s  
an analogue for resource utilization in organism populationsr a new eauation has been 
derived, uhich also includes the effects of death, season and ageing on pa~ulatian 
increment. This new eeuation behaves differently to the logistic eeuation, and can 
be used in a uide range of ecolosical situations, including populations o f  
microorsanism, annual and perennial plants, and perhaps also in the studs of some 
anieal ~opulations. Its main characteristics can he summarized in follouin9 sraph: 
Fis. 6, Behaviour of the new eouation 
(see previous section for explanation of lettering) 
The logistic curve is only accurate uhen the follouins conditions pertain: 
Therefore it is not surprisins that single porulations should freouentlv depart from 
the loaistic assuIhPtion, and it is our hope that the neu general eeuation given here 
can explain these departures, uhilst remaining a theoretical and mechanistic tool, 
rather than a coaplicated curve-fittins device, 
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APPLICATION: CALCULATIONS OF THE CONTROL INDICES USED IN FOREST MANAGERENT 
Cui Qiuu 
SUMMARY 
Using the neu frouth eauation of single po~ulationsr uhich was derived bu Cui and 
Lauson, and the 'chemostat srstem' theorr used in semi-continuous culture of 
nicroorsanism ~ o ~ u l a t i o n s ,  this paper provides a neu forest srouth model and a number 
of control indices which can be used in forest management: 
(1) Cuttins intensity, In semi-continuous selected cutting of forest management, the 
cutting intensity is increased uhen the harvested cucle period is decreased* The 
maximum cutting intensitr will be obtained in the com~letelr continuous selected 
cutting. Therefore 'dili9ent cutting' or 'slight cutting' should be encoura¶ed+ 
( 2 )  Productivitr, In the com~letelr continuous selected cutting, the ~roductivitr 
curve follous the grouth curve, The maximum productivitr occurs at the inflexion 
point usually beyond 0,SXm (half the maxlmum rorulation derisitr). In the 
semi-continuous selected cuttin97 productlvitr can be calculated from the index 
of IRP* 
( 3 )  Stable state. Uhen the cutting intensity is les&than the incremental velocitr 
parameter (D < Uc), forest population densitr can approach a stable state. Its 
value is not only dependent on the parameters of the srouth curvet but is also 
dependent on the cutting method. 
Key uords: Forest managements Po~ulation nodel, Ecolodical balance 
1 ,  INTRODUCTION 
Three rears agor the author derived a mathematical model of forest management for 
sustained yield (Cui et a1.r 1980)+ The model described the srouth of a forest 
population under the condition that a part uas harvested in a crcle uith fixed 
period. This is a type of event model describins the changes in a population subject 
to sudden? more or less catastro~hicr events. The ~ o ~ u l a t i o n  densitr falls rapidlr 
durins a short periods then recovers to approach its original level accordins to.a 
normal frouth rate after the event has happened, The auestions to be ansuered br the 
model are hou the population can be maintained and how its stable state depends on 
the parameters of the srouth curve and the event's behaviour. 
These models uere oritinallr derived in order to determine the influence of changing. 
dilution rate on the output rate of population in the semi-continuous culture of 
microorsanisms (Nonod, 1950). The same arguments, houever, apply to other 
circumstances such as studying the effect of hrdraulic conditions on the numbers o? 
bottom-duelling species (Smithr 1982)s and the intermittent release of toxins. the 
models of harvested populations used in fisheries (Schaeferr 19543 Pella and 
Tomlinsonr 19691 Narr 1981) are merely special cases fie continuous harvests). For 
different uses the basic grouth eauations on which the event models are established 
are different. The exponential eauationr as the basic srowth eauationr is usuallr 
used in semi-continuous culture of microorsanisms. The logistic eauations are used 
in author's Paper and Smith's paper. The results obtained from the event models are 
different uhen these different basic drouth eauations are used. For exanrler with 
the logistic eauationr a maximum rate of growth occurs at half the carrring capacitr. 
Therefore the maximum harvest, at the ideal centre point, from the model of the 
forest management uhich is established on the basic logistic eauationr is also at 
half the carrrins capacitr+ The situation seems not ta agree uith that in Practice* 
Therefore the harvest at the non-ideal centre point uas discussed~ and control 
indices under conditions of the non-maximum harvest were calculated in that paper. 
In the present paperr ue wish to discuss the use of the new e~uationr uhich was 
derived br Cui and Lauson (1982). This is shown as eauation la. 
(la) 
If ue use eauation (la) as the basic eauation instead of the losistic eauatian for 
the model of forest management , this then establishes another neu management model 
instead of the one discussed previouslr, Where Xm is carrrins c a ~ a c i t ~ i  UCY D are 
the srouth and death velocity parameters respectivelri and 
are the increment velocitr parameters and the maximum ~ o ~ u l a t i o n  density in practice 
respectively, uhen the death velocity parameter is considered. If x ~ / x ~ = o ,  eouation 
(la) can be reduced to the follouins form usual in the literature: 
Houeverr under more senera1 conditionsr Xr/Xi$0r and the behaviour o l  the cauaiibn is 
then dependent on the value of x~/xL. I 
XB/X& represent the etficiencr of nutrient utilization br an organis&. Its value is 
betueen 0 and 1. With ratios approaching unitr the efficienc~ is hishi Lower ratios 
indicate that ~ o ~ u l a t i o n  increment is euicklr restricted hr limitins resources. xi, 
as the third rarameterr is introduced into the losistic eauation. This is not anlr 
as a curve fittinf device* since it appears to have genuine ecolosiral sisniticance 
through its abilitr to express the efficiency uith uhich an orsanism can utilise a 
food or nutrient resource* Usins this neu eauation as a basic srouth eouationr the 
model of forest aanasement uill have vanr neu characteristics. In ~articularr the 
ideal centre point uill be moved to the right hand side of the middle point of the 
srowth curver ie at the point berond 0+5Xm+ This result is acceptable to foresters, 
and 9enerallr a3rees uith the data in practice. 
hs shoun in the discussions in an earlier papert in the species case (x~/x;=o)I the 
neu eauation (la) can be reduced to the losistic form (1b)r and the new model of the 
forest management in the present paper uill he also reduced to the model uhich uas 
derived br the author three rears a$o. 
2 ,  THE GENERAL FORH OF THE FOREST MANAGEKENT ROBEL AND 
THE HARVESTED CYCLE PERIOD 
We can reurite eouation ( l a )  in its intetral form: I 
Fig. 1. Porulation densitr varies uith time 
------ natural forest ~ o ~ u l a t i o n  
- managed forest rorulation 
uhere t, and t2 are times at tuo roints on the lntesral curve res~ectivelri X I  and 
X 1  are the po~ulation densitites at the respective roints. Porulation densitr varies 
uith time as curve 1 in F t * .  1, 
I 
It is also an S-shaped srouth curve! but not srmsetrical and its inflexion Point is 
not at 0 . 5 ~ f +  The positioq of the inflexion and the asrmmetric relation are 
dependent on the ouotient Xm/Xi. Curve 1 is usuallr used for a natural population in 
a closed srstem. In this srstem, neither input nor output of nutrients takes place, 
ie XI. is a constant. For a manased forest, the model applies if the nutrient uhich 
is carried out uith the uood harvested can be replenished in another uar! ie the net 
transfer of nutrients is zero. This case resembles that of the 'chemostat srsten' in 
the semi-continuous culture of microoysanism. 
w d J  I;k. ti di~tua dU mdel uj +rest d e r  tk fillow* r c , * G s  : 
( 1 )  Selective cuttins: in uhich onlr a proportion of the old trees are cut and all 
rouns trees are retained, In this case, the forest environment has not been 
destroued. After cut tins^ therefore, the forest still srous according t o  the 
original lawr but the population density is decreased? from X2 (the population 
densitr before cutting) to X I  (the population densitr after cuttins; see curve 2 
in Fis. 1). 
( 2 )  Stable state: This is to he cut again uhen the populaticin densitr returns t o  the 
point XZ. We can consider it as a srstem to uhich the amount of forest srouth 
durins the period (t,-t,=bt) is added and from uhich the cutting uood is taken 
auar semi-continuouslrr and the two parts (input and output) are eeual in amount. 
The srstem can be maintained in a drnamic e~uilihrium state. 
Curve 2 in Fis. 1 describes the hehaviour of this srstem. Let us use & to express 
the cutting ratio during the period (t,-t, 1 7  ie 
TakinS the middle point Xi betueen X I  and X,r ue have:' 
K ,  = t i  - 0. t  n k  - x; - ~ . f d  Z1 = (~-d)';/ll-oSd) and 
Usins ratios f = Xi/Xm, and substitutins eouation f2b) into eouation ( 2 a ) ~  ue have: 
This eauation describes the harvested crcle period (At)? uhich is needed to maintain 
a steads stater is a function of the cuttins ratio td), the relative cuttind position ( p )  and the parameters of the growth curve (X"a/xb,~c)+ For a particular population, 
the paraaeters are constants, the eauation (2c) therefore can be used in the studr of 
control indices used in forest mana9enentr ie the relationship anon9 and 6t. An 
index of relative cycle period (IRCP) can be constructed to express the relationship 
between dr f r xk/xi and dt: 
Table 1 in the addenda lists a set of values under different conditions. 
3.  CUTTING INTENSITY 
For cutting at the riddle point ( 1 = 0 . 5 ) ,  ue can obtain a simple form of eauation 
(2~): 
I A* I 
"t&r= 7 1 1  - (I- d l I t  1 / ( I -  x : /x : )  
The cutting ratio in unit timer d / ~ t ,  is called the cuttin* intensity uhich is a 
useful index for conparin9 the harvests betueen different cuttins methods* At the 
middle point, we have D'..~ 
Fig. 2 shous the relationship betueen at and D:,- 
b 
Fig. 2. Cutting indensitr varies uith the harvested cycle period 
For an extreme case, ie At=O called continuous selective cutting (to be cut point br 
point during an extreme short period)? ue can use Rohieda's lau t o  obtain: 
(differentiating nurerator and denominator slsultaneouslr) 
(note: uhen xE/xi+orn.:, + 0+5~:r this relationship uas ohtained i n  the Previous 
paver (Cui et a1.r 1980))* 
Eeuation (3c) is only used for the middle pointy ie at! =0+5. For general situations, 
an expanded forb of lim D' uill be ohtained as follous: (from eeuation ( 2 ~ ) )  
Eeuatlon (3d) expressed the upper limitations of cutting lntensitr (continuous 
selective cuttins? ie bt+O). Its value is onlr dependent on the parameters of the 
srouth curve (x: /x~,u~)  and the relative cuttins ~ o s i t z o n  ( f ) .  However, in general, 
cutting intensity is less than these values and is also dependent o n  the harvested 
crcle period (At)? uhen At is not eoual to zero, Although the relationship which is 
shoun in Fig* 2 is merely for the m d d l e  point (f=0.5), hut it is also similar (at 
least oualitativelr) to the relationship betueen D* and o t  under general conditions 
(ie fC0.5). That is: the smaller the a t ,  the larser the cuttins intensitr B t .  
Therefore, 'dilident cutting (At small)' or 'slisht cuttins' should be encourased in 
forest management. In this caser a bigger harvest could he obtained uhen other 
conditions are the sa8ee This reasonins is similar to that relatins to seui-culture 
approaches to continuous culture in the ~roductlon of microor9anisb ~orulations: the 
output of the populations is increased uhen the crcle period (At) i s  decreased, and 
the maximum output uill be obtained in the completelr continuous culture (ot'+0). 
Yhen dt*O andf +0*5r ue have the follouins relationshi~ instead of eouation (3b) and 
(3d): 
An index of relative cuttins intensitr (IRCI) can he constructed to express the 
relationship betueen X ~ / X ~ P  c) r and D 
lRCl= ~" /u , .  
Table 2 in the addenda lists a set of values under different conditions, 
4 ,  PRDDUCTIVITY 
Eouation (3d) shous that: the smaller the value of 1 ,  the larser the cuttins 
intensity+ Houeverr this has not expressed the relationshi~+betueen ~roductivitr and 
+ Productivitrr or harvest in unit timer is e ~ u a l  to D X,, When ,9 is smallr the 
value of Xr is also small (~~=~i/(l-0,5d)=p~'n/(1-0.5d))r althoush the value of D' i? larse. Therefore, ~roductivitv is dependent on ,9 in double times, Usins D - X ~ / U ~ X @  
as an index of relative ~roductivitr (1RP)r and from eouation (2b) and (3e)r ue have 
Table 3 in the addenda lists the relationship (4a) hetueen relative ~roductivitr and 
dr r X$/Xb under general conditions. These control indices can he used i n  forest 
manasement. 
Yhen At-Or ie continuous selective cuttins, eauation (4a) can be reduced to the 
follouins eauation accordins to the Robeida's lau: 
0 r 
k s -  D'( U: - D* 
- 
at90 U,'3(: U; - D* %: /%& 
Fis. 3 shows the relationshi~ betueen the index of relative ~roductivitr (IRP) and 
the relative cuttins position ( f )  under the condition of the continuous selective 
cuttins (takins x~/x~=o.o) + 
IRP 
Fig, 3 .  Productivitr distribution curve 
Differentiating eauation (4b)r and lettins it he eeual to zero1 ue find the position 
where the maximum productivitr occurs under the condition of continuous selective 
cutting. 
This relationship can also be obtained imaediatelr from eauation ( l a ) :  on that 
S-shaped Srouth curve a maximum increment velocitr (dX/dt)m uill occur at the 
inflexion point (Xn)r and the relative position of the inflexion is at: 
-  
In other uordsr the position where the maxirun increment velocitr occurs and the 
position uhere the maximum ~roductivitr is obtained are the same placer ie 
( 4 d  ) = (4e  1 , or  I.= 5C*t/g 
The maximum relative ~roductivitr (IRP), can he calculated as 
This shows that the maximum ~roductivitr in continuous selective cuttin9 is onlr 
dependent on the ~araaeters of the 2rout.h curve, 
5 ,  STABLE STATE 
From eauation ( 2 c ) ~  ue can solve for the relative cutting position ( 1,  ie B 
In the extreme case (At+O)r ue have: 
8 can therefore indicate the position of a stahle state maintained under conditions 
of different cutting intensits, 
Eauation (5a) and (5b) are used in senera1 selective cutting and continuous selective 
cutting res~ective!r. Ther shou the stahle state is not onlr dependent on the 
parameters (x;/x~,uc) of the 5routh curves hut is also dependent on the management 
method (expressed hr Dt and At), Fls. 4 shous the relations hi^ hetueen f and D*/u: or 
x;/x~ under the condition of continuous selective cutting. 
Fig. 4 ,  Steady population density varies uith the parameters 
of drowth curve and the cuttins method 
Therefore for the general situations ie uhen dt does not approach zero, the position 
of the stable state uill he louer than that expressed in Fis. 4. AlthouSh Fist 4 and 
eauation (5b) are only true for continuous selective cuttins, thew houever have a 
theoretical value, Ue uould like to analrse them another uar. 
Under the condition of nana$erent, population increment uill follou the eouation: 
The first t e r ~  in the ri9ht hand side expresses the increment velocitb'of a 
population under natural conditionsr the second term in the right hand side is the 
decreased velocity of the population due to cuttin9. If t h e  first terr is larser 
than the second terms then the population still increases, ie dX/$t > 0. This shous 
that there is a neu incremental curve and uhich can be expressed as follous: 
This is still an S-shaped Srouth curve, hut in this case a neu incremental velocity 
~arareter U? and a neu maximum population density X; are included. Note that t h e  
value of the neu maximum population densitr XF is eaual to t h e  value of the 
population density at the stable state as expressed in eouation (5b). I n  other uordsr 
at the start if the incremental velocitr in the natural state is 1arSer than t h e  
cutting velocitr~ then ~opulation density uill still increase. Houeverr the a ~ o u n t  
of increment uill vary uith the population density as expressed in curve 1 in Fis. 5 ,  
and ultiratel~ the po~ulation densits uill certainlr approach a stable state. In 
that case, the first term and the second terr in the right hand side of eauation (6a) 
uill hecome eoualr then dX/dt=O+ 
. Under another condition, ie if at the start the incremental velocity in the natural 
condition is less than the cuttin9 velocitrr then the population density uill 
decrease, hut the amount of decrease varies uith population density as expressed i n  
curve 2 in Fig. 5 ,  
I: 
I 
i -2 
It should be pointed out that under the tuo conditions abover the population density 
uill approach a.stahle state uhich is onlr dependent on the Parameters of the srouth 
curve ( ~ k , x i r ~ c )  and the cutting method (expressed hr llC and 4t3. Uhen DX>U: t h e  
population density at stable state approaches to zero. That heans the forest 
population uill he cut out com~letelr+ 
X.' -- t 
- 1  
Fig. 5. Population density varies uith time (in a managed 
forest population uith a fixed cuttins ratio), 
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ADDENDA 
1 (A) TbBLES AND EXAMPLES: 



EXARPLE 1 
In a natural forest ~Opulation of Picea asperata in Gansu province in China, ue have 
obtained the followins parameters of the Srouth curve: 
+ u:= 0.04 jear" , X: = 400 ~ ' / k &  , Ym /r,: = o . 
If ue uould like to cut the forest at Xi=200 hJ/ha and set a cuttins ratio as 40Zr 
hou many rears do ue have to wait for the forest to be maintained in a stable state 
and how much are the cuttins intensity and the productivity? 
From Table 1 ue can find out the index of IRCP under d=40X, x ~ / x ~ = o ,  $=200/400 = 0.5: 
The harvested cycle period = 1.02/~; = 1+02/0.04 = 25,5 rears; From Tahle 2 we can 
find out the index of IRCI under d ~ 4 0 x 1  X;/X~=OI f -0.5: 
The cutting intensity = 0.39.~: = 0.39 x 0.04 = l.b%/rearsi From Table 3 we can find 
out the index of IRP under d=40Z, x"ntb=ol P=0.5: 
IR P = O.L$ 
1 
The productivitr = 0 , 2 4 - ~ f c ~ t  = 0.24 x 0.04 x 400 = 3 , 8  M /ha-sear, 
-- 
EXARPLE 2 
In a natural forest porulation of Korean pine in Jilin rrovince in China, ue have 
obtained the follouins parameters of the drouth curve: 
If ue uould like to cut the forest in a cuttins ratio of 2019 uhich stase is the best 
for the larsest harvest 4ie the ~roductivitr is the maximum) ? and in this cuttins 
method, can sou calculate the harvested cycle period, the cuttins intensity and the 
~roductivitr? 
Fror Table 3 ue fi:d the best state is in 0,7 uhere the index of IRP is eaual to 
0.47 (largest) uhen ~m/xh=0,8 and &=20X B = 
in uhich the productivity is the maximum, 
The productivitr = 0.47.~:~; = 0.47 x 0.03 x 400 = 5.6 h3/hai 
From Table 1 ue can find out the index of IRCP: 
l R C p =  0.33 
4 5 
The harvested crcle period = 0+33/~: = 0+33/0.03 = 11 rearsf 
From Table 2 ue can find out the index of IRCI: 
I R C L  = 0.61 
The cuttin3 intensitr = 0.61.~: = 0.61 x 0.03 = 1+8X/rear 
(B) LIST OF SYliBOLS 
t time (rear) 
t~ ltt times at point 1 and point 2 on the intesral curve (rear) 
At harvested crcle period needed for a stable state3 & k t , - t ~  
Uc srouth velocity parameter (rear-' 
increment velocitr parameter in the natural condition (rear-' 
UE = Uc-D 
increment velocitr parameter in a aanased condition (rear-') 
uT = u h t  
X population densitr (ti3/ha) 
X I  9 x 2  ~ o ~ u l a t i o n  densities after cutting and before cuttins (ti3/ha) 
AX cuttins amount; AX = X,-XI 
Xm carrrins capacity (n3/ha) 
xfi maximum population density in the natural condition (Et3/hal 
X; = Xm(Uc-D )/(Uc-D.Xm/xi) 
x;^ ~~pulatio: densitr wit? dynamic ecuilihrium in a managed forest 
Xm = X~(UC-DS)/(U'~-D$X~/X~) 
xi a parameter concernins the efficiency of nutrient utilization hr an 
orsanism (tf3/ha) 
Xi the population density at the middle point hetueen X ,  a n d  X, 
P 
f a  
IRCP 
IRCI 
IRP 
death velocitr parameter (rear-' ) 
cuttins intensitr alloued hr a sustained manasement (%/rear) 
value ot ~t at o+~x: 
value of Dt at continuous selective cuttins 
cuttins ratio ( X )  
relative cutting position f = x~/x; 
value o f ?  at the inflexion point 
index of relative crcle period; IRCP = nt.~; 
index of relative cutting intensitr; IRCl = D~/U; 
' f  index of relative ~roductivitri IRP = ~roductivitr/UcXa 
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